Our partners:-

Digital Marine Systems
W373, Dubai Maritime City
P.O Box 127421
Dubai-UAE
Tel: +971 4 2440949
E mail: enquiry@digitalmarinesystems.com

www.digitalmarinesystems.com
“sail in safe hands”

About Us

Digital marine systems, an ISO 9001:2015 certified company, has been serving marine industry as a most trusted supply and service provider of fire fighting and life saving equipment for onshore and offshore facilities in an innovative way. We have our presence in all major ports with our trained, experienced and certified professionals. We are privileged to have all renowned marine class approvals and manufacturers’ recognition to our office located at Dubai Maritime City - The ‘Multipurpose Maritime Zone’. In order to cater the marine sector and accomplish LSA & FFA requirements, and provide an unwavering support to our clients, we do have the stock of all life saving and fire fighting equipment from renowned brands. We have a 24x7 responsive team of experts with an overall experience of 2 decades...

Authorized by:
Life Saving Equipment

Whether you work on a commercial vessel or own a yacht or leisure boat, regular servicing and maintenance of your life saving equipment, in line with the manufacturer’s recommendations will be essential to maximizing safety whilst on your boat. Each year, your Safety equipment will be subjected to a range of elements which will accelerate the natural wear and tear of the life saving equipment. Therefore, the only way to determine its conditions is to have it inspected and certified.

Our service station is approved by all major marine classes and we digital marine systems can service and certify all life saving equipment for the vessels, rigs, yachts on both offshore and onshore sites as per SOLAS and IMO regulations.

- Inflatable Liferaft
- Lifeboats, Rescue boats & Davits
- Breathing apparatus
- Emergency escape Breathing device
- Medical oxygen Resuscitator
- Inflatable life jacket
- Immersion suits
- Hydrostatic pressure testing facility
- Fireman Outfit & Chemical Suit
- Air Quality testing / Air compressor servicing

Fire Fighting Equipment

Digital Marine Systems is accredited by major marine classification societies to certify the fire fighting equipment for the yachts, rigs and commercial vessels as per IMO and SOLAS regulations. Our facility is fully equipped for testing, refilling and hydro testing of all fire fighting equipment under the guidance & supervision of well trained staff.

Digital Marine Systems provides the following services:-

- Portable and Non portable fire extinguishers
- Fixed Co2 system
- Sprinkler / water mist system
- Fixed fire detection system
- FM 200, Novec system, Foam system
- Foam Sample Analysis
- Water Sample Analysis
- DCP Sample Analysis
- Breathing apparatus
- Portable and fixed gas detection system
We, Digital Marine Systems offers a wide range of Life saving products. All of our life saving equipment are comply with the IMO and SOLAS regulations.

*Life Jacket*

*Immersion Suit*

*Oxygen Resuscitator*

*Breathing Apparatus*

*Life Buoy Rings*

*Rescue Stretcher*

*Emergency escape breathing device*

*Life Rafts*
Fire Fighting Equipment

Digital Marine Systems providing high quality fire fighting equipment and safety supplies for marine and industrial applications.

- Fire Extinguishers
- Fire Hose Box
- Fire Hoses
- International Shore connection
- Fire Hose Couplings
- Foam Concentrate
- Fire fighting Nozzles
- Fire man outfit
We stand to provide quality products onboard to control the risks on operations. We have a selected range of best deck equipment from among the biggest brands.

Aluminium Gangway

Embarkation Ladder

Scramble Net

Mooring Rope

Aldis Lamp

Pilot Ladder

Megaphone

Solar Navigation Light
Being the direct importers of safety hardware products from various countries, we provide our customers with a wide variety of products at most competitive prices. We guarantee adequate stock of all products so as to meet our customer’s requirement at all times.
Technical expertise and round-the-clock customer services are our highlights.

Digital Marine Systems provides distress signals, signs and posters & flags with excellent quality and standards.